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Correlation between variable 
pulsation phase and SiO masers 

distribution	



Stellar phase dependence of SiO v=2 and v=3 maser 
distribution	

�  Observation 
Telescopes: VERA + NRO45m 
Dates:2012/3/24-25, 5/20-21 
Targets: 12 O-rich variable stars 
Emission lines: SiO v=2/v=3 J=1→0 

�   v=2/v=3 maser distributions 
- The v=2/3 masers spots appear in common region 

  　T Cep 

- The v=3 maser region is clearly different from v=2 

    W Hya, WX Psc, R Leo 

�  The v=3 maser pumping mechanism depends on 
stellar phase. 

 

 

v=2/3 synthetic maps 
 

・WX Psc, W Hya, T Cep, R Leo	

H2O-SiO line overlapping mechanism 

Collisional pumping mechanism 

mid-infrared radiation brighten	
line overlapping 

mechanism 

v: vibrational energy level 
J: rotational energy level 	



�  Collisional pumping 
Collision of  SiO and 

Hydrogen molecules 

�  Radiative pumping 
Ø Stellar radiative pumping  
    （Star Temperature 〜2500K） 

Ø H2OーSiO line overlapping scheme 
　 
　	

Pumping mechanism	

v=1	 J=1	
J=2	

v=2	
J=0	
J=1	
J=2	

SiO energy level	

8μm	

v=3	
J=0	
J=1	
J=2	

J=0	

8μm	
(H2O 50,5 v2=2→63,4 v2=1)	

(H2O 116,6 v2=1→127,5 v2=0)	

² mid-infrared emission 
from H2O pump SiO 
energy level 

²  v=1,2,3 masers spots 
appear in spatial 
common region 
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Energy level	
emission	

pumping	

mid-infrared 
Emission 〜8um	

v=1 J=1-0	

v=2	

V=3	



SiO maser spots distributions	

(J. –F. Desmurs, et al., 2014)	

p  Stellar Radiative pumping  
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L

(Lockett & Elitzur, 1992 )	

p  Collisional pumping  
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Fig. 4. E↵ects of the SiO-H2O line overlap on the excitation of the SiO maser emission for the three first vibrationally excited levels, v=1, v=2,
v=3 (blue, green and red respectively) J=1�0 (solid lines) and J=2�1 (dashed lines). The number of emitted photons (s�1 cm�3) in the maser
transitions as a function of H2 density is shown. Left panel: model calculations that do not include the e↵ects of the line overlap. Right panel:
model results including the line overlap.
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p  H2O-SiO  
     Line overlapping  

Fig. 4. E↵ects of the SiO-H2O line overlap on the excitation of the SiO maser emission for the three first vibrationally excited levels, v=1, v=2,
v=3 (blue, green and red respectively) J=1�0 (solid lines) and J=2�1 (dashed lines). The number of emitted photons (s�1 cm�3) in the maser
transitions as a function of H2 density is shown. Left panel: model calculations that do not include the e↵ects of the line overlap. Right panel:
model results including the line overlap.
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Toward central star	



Particularity of  v=3 line emission	

436 H. Imai et al. [Vol. 62,

Fig. 4. Comparison among the SiO v = 1, 2, and 3 (J = 1–0) maser emission observed in W Hya on 2009 February 27–28. (a) Composite velocity-
integrated maps of the SiO v = 1, 2, and 3 masers. The contour levels are described at the bottom of the figure. The map origin is located at the v = 2
maser spot that was observed on February 28 and used as fringe-phase reference. A dashed line ellipse with major and minor axes of 80.0 mas and
71.4 mas, respectively, at a position angle of 70ı east from north indicates a ring-shaped brightness morphology of the SiO v = 1 and v = 2 maser
emission roughly fitted by eye. (b) Composite first moment map of the SiO v = 2 (eastern two features) and v = 3 (other western features) maser
emission in W Hya obtained on 2009 February 28. The region showing the v = 3 emission is enlarged. The coordinates of the v = 2 and v = 3 map in
figure 4a were shifted by (29.1, 64.7)[mas] from those of the first moment map (see main text about the offset).

Mira) and ! Cyg (S-type Mira), Soria-Ruiz et al. (2004)
reported that SiO J = 2–1 and J = 1–0 masers at v = 1 have
completely different spatial distributions, while the J = 1–0
masers at v = 1 and v = 2 have similar spatial distributions
with slightly different angular distances from the central star.
In particular, the spatial coexistence of the J = 1–0 lines at
v = 1 and v = 2 as well as quenching of the J = 2–1 line
at v = 2 are significant maser properties. These observa-
tional results are well explained by the line-overlap between the
ro-vibrational lines ("2 = 0 127;5)–("2 = 1 116;6) of para-H2O
and (v = 1 J = 0)–(v = 2 J = 1) of SiO (e.g., Langer &
Watson 1984). This is the case of O-rich Miras, but not in
S-type ones where the J = 1–0 line at v = 2 is much weaker.
Similarly, an enhancement of the J = 1–0 line at v = 3 and
a weakening of the J = 2–1 line at v = 3 in O-rich Miras have
been proposed to be explained by similar line-overlaps in the
SiO and H2O lines (Cho et al. 2007). Note that, these mech-
anisms require spatial coexistence among the v = 1, 2, and
3 lines only with the condition that two overlapped frequen-
cies of the SiO and H2O lines coincide perfectly within the
thermal width. In order to pump from the v = 2 J = 0 to

the v = 3 J = 1 level, a mid-IR radiation with a wavelength
almost equal to that for pumping from the v = 1 J = 0 level to
the v = 2 J = 1 level is necessary. Since these pumping tran-
sitions should occur at the same location, a spatial coincidence
between the J = 1–0 lines at v = 2 and v = 3 is also required.
However, the difference in frequencies and in optical depths of
these IR pumping lines may create offsets of the maser distribu-
tions. A more careful investigation of the LSR velocity differ-
ences and theoretical models for calculating the IR opacities in
the circumstellar envelopes could be used to judge this issue.
In this case, the velocity field in the CSE should also be taken
into account. If a simultaneous excitation of the three maser
lines occurs by a fine tuning of the Doppler frequencies of the
transitions, then spatial offsets should have different character-
istics between the CSE velocity fields dominated by systematic
deceleration/acceleration and turbulence motions.

For the case of the SiO v = 1 and v = 2 masers in the O-rich
star W Hya, the maser distributions are roughly consistent with
those reported in Soria-Ruiz et al. (2004). For the case of
the v = 3 line, however, the proposed line-overlap mechanism
cannot explain the positional difference between the v = 3 and

No. 2] SiO v = 3 J = 1–0 Maser Emission in W Hya 437

Fig. 5. Comparison between the maps of SiO v = 2 and v = 3 (J = 1–0) maser emissions observed in W Hya on 2009 April 11–12. (a) Contour
maps of the SiO v = 3 (red) and v = 2 (yellow-green) emissions. SiO v = 3 maser feature C was used as position references for exchanging from the
v = 3 map synthesized on the basis of the phase-referencing technique with the v = 2 emission data to that on the basis of the self-calibration technique.
A dashed-line ellipse with major and minor axes of 75.2 mas and 67.1 mas, respectively, at a position angle of 70ı east from north indicates a ring-shaped
brightness morphology of the SiO v = 2 and v = 3 maser emissions roughly fitted by eye. (b) First moment map of the SiO v = 2 emission. (c) Same as
(b) but for the SiO v = 3 emission. The local-standard-of-rest velocity of the SiO maser emission in (b) and (c) is indicated in a horizontal color bar.

v = 2 masers observed on 2009 February 27–28. As an alterna-
tive model, the collisional pumping model (Lockett & Elitzur
1992) is proposed. It suggests that the J = 1–0 line at v = 3
cannot be excited at the location where the spatial coexistence
of the J = 1–0 lines at v = 1 and v = 2 was found. Instead, the
former line should be excited in the inner part of the CSE. Even

though at lower vibrational levels the line overlap mechanism
may be predominant, at higher vibrational levels the collisional
pumping mechanism may become the major one. However,
collisional pumping will require a non-local thermodynamical
equilibrium (non-LTE) condition in the CSE such as the prop-
agation of shock waves enhanced by stellar pulsation. The

¤  Multiple lines VLBI observation includes v=3 line emission (W 
Hya) 	

( Imai, et al., 2010 )	

	 VERA	 VERA+NRO45m+NICT34m 	

Dark blue   : v=1 J=1-0 
Yellow-green: v=2 J=1-0 
Red    : v=3 J=1-0	

42 days	

Feburuary 28	 April 11	



Observations & Data Reduction	
Telescopes: VERA + NRO45m 

Dates:2012/3/24-25 
           2012/5/20-21 
Maser lines: v=2/v=3 
                   (J=1-0) 

Scan time: 1-4 hours 

Data Reduction: 
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Target 
source	

v=3 line	 v=2/v=3 map	

WX Psc	 yes	 yes	

U Ori	

VY CMa	

AP Lyn	

R Leo	 yes	 yes	

W Hya	 yes	 yes	

RU Her	

U Her	

RS Vir	

V4120 SGR	 yes	

V1111 Oph	

T Cep	 yes	 yes	

Solution of  v=2 bright 
maser spot 

Other velocity channel of  
v=2 and v=3 masers 

apply	



�  WX Psc 

Results & Discussion　　	
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Dashed-line circle is assumed that v=2 maser 
spots appear ring-like distribution around 
central star	

Line of  sight velocity 



�  W Hya 

Results & Discussion　	
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W Hya	

図 4.5: W Hya v=2, 3メーザー視線速度分布。上：v=2メーザー、下：v=3メーザー
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�  WX Psc and W Hya 
Ø  v=3 maser spot region is clearly 

different from v=2 region.  
Ø No correlation in spatial and 

velocity distribution. 
 

 

- Previous observation of  W Hya: 

    v=3 maser exist inward from v=2  

    region  

- WX Psc: v=3 exits same radius　 

               region from star 

- W Hya: v=3 exists outward 

   →　Because of  local gas flow 

Results & Discussion　　	
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WX Psc	

W Hya	

Collisional pumping	



�  T Cep 

Results & Discussion　　	
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�  T Cep 
Ø  v=2 and v=3 maser spots exist in 

common region. 
Ø  v=3 maser spots are correlated with 

v=2 in spatial and velocity distribution. 
 

Results & Discussion　　	

H2O-SiO line overlapping	
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Correlation between variable pulsation phase 
and SiO masers distribution	

http://www.aavso.org/	

Collisional?	

2012/5/20	
2009/4/11	

2009/2/27	

2012/5/21	
T Cep	

W Hya	

Line overlapping?	

Line overlapping?	

Collisional?	

Mid-infrared radiation peak 
shifts Φ〜0.2 

 from visible peak. 

Visible light curve	

2013/5/8	
Collisional?	



Summary	
�  We observed SiO masers toward 12 O-rich stars. The v=2 

and v=3 map registration was successful for 4 stars.  

�  There is a variety of v=2/v=3 maser distributions. 
 ( Overlapping, displacement ) 

�  We suggest that SiO maser pumping mechanism changes 
in stellar pulsation phase. 

�  When mid-infrared radiation brighten, line overlapping 
mechanism may become dominant. 

�  We need explanation of new finding that v=3 line emission 
region exits farther from central star than v=2 line. 

�  There are still few samples that can discuss relation 
between pumping mechanisms and pulsation phase. 	



Thank you for your attention 


